This friendship was maintained as long as he lived, after my family left Wrexham. Drinkwater was also keenly interested in genetics, and was the first to demonstrate the inheritance of brachydactyly in human subjects. ' It appears more than probable that only the fact that the family lived in Aberystwyth during the crucial years 1914 to 1919 (when he was between the ages of 16 and 21) made an academic career possible. He was able to attend the University College, as he might equally well have attended any other university, but it is most unlikely that elsewhere he would have received the measure of encouragement given him by Professor H. J. Fleure, F.R.S., 'This unique and remarkable man', as he describes him who 'encouraged me unflaggingly from the start.' Alan Stephenson had already become interested in the sea anemones with which his name will always be associated and his introduction to Fleure came in the form of what the recipient describes as exquisitely illustrated letters dealing with these animals. In October 1915 he was admitted as a student, but continued illness, tubercular infections of abdominal and cervical glands, later involving the appendix which neces sitated an operation and a period in a sanatorium, prevented anything in the nature of a normal university course. He had, indeed, no initial university degree. The foresight of Fleure, who taught him privately as well as in his department, led to his appointment as demonstrator. It was in this capacity that, thanks to the same strenuous advocacy, he was permitted by the College to submit published papers for the degrees first of M.Sc. and later of D.Sc. The writer feels sure that Alan would wish further quotation of his indebted ness to Fleure whose 'teaching was also quite exceptional, because he had taught botany and geology as well as zoology before his appointment as Professor of the latter subject, and it was this breadth of interest and training which made such an excellent foundation for his later work in the fields of geography and anthropology. His teaching (in my case) also went well outside the limits of biology-e.g. into the folk-lore of the New Testament. ' It was Fleure who obtained for him the sea anemones collected by the British Antarctic ('Terra Nova') Expedition of 1910 which he examined under his direction. His report (prepared when he was only 18) was the first of the series of papers on sea anemones listed in the bibliography. These papers, in which he made major contributions to knowledge of the Actiniaria, culminated in his Ray Society monograph on these animals of which the first volume was published in 1928 and the second in 1935. With the exception of this second volume, delayed for reasons which become obvious, this work occupied the period up to 1928. This was a time of further illness. He came very near to death with tubercular meningitis in 1921, from the effects of which he never fully recovered, but his marriage at the end of the following year to Anne Wood, younger twin daughter of J oseph Dore Wood of Somerset, who as the years passed was to become an ever closer collaborator in his scientific work, brought him enduring happiness. In that year he had also been appointed Lecturer in Zoology in University College, London.
Alan Stephenson's interest in sea anemones flowed naturally from his love of beauty and fascination in the patterns displayed by living things. He had the gifts of a systematist, a love for order and precision in description. But all of these would hardly have sufficed without his artistic skill, his great gift for highly detailed and yet imaginative portrayal of the delicate colouring and elaborate pattern of the species of British sea anemones which illustrate the two volumes of his Ray Society Monograph. He was, as E. H. Ramsden notes in the aesthetic appreciation of his work which appears later in this memoir, a miniaturist and only by a person with such gifts could these animals be fully appreciated and adequately depicted. Philip Henry Gosse, whose Actinologia Britannica published in 1860 Alan Stephenson's monograph displaced, had similar gifts and, from that immortality in which he so fervently believed, that austere figure may be imagined viewing with admiration and respect the work, not ever likely to be surpassed, of his successor. It was during this period also that Alan collaborated most closely in his father's work on orchids. In this connexion, M r V. S. Summerhayes of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, has kindly supplied the following statement. 'Between 1920 and 1924 they published a number of joint articles on British orchids, mostly in the Journal of Botany. These papers dealt with the two groups which had been causing most trouble to British orchidologists, namely, the genus Epipactis and the section Dactylorchis of the genus Orchis. In a series of clearly written papers, accompanied by excellent diagrams, they enumerated the British species of these groups and pointed out their diagnostic features. Much of this was original work based on living populations in many localities. Perhaps their most important single contribution was their recognition and definition of Orchis p u r p u r e l l a , which is now known as a widely spread memb of the British flora. They also recognized as distinct entities, though at varietal level, the forms which were later named Epipactis dunensis and E. vectensis (E. phyllanthes G.E. Sm.). There is no doubt that these papers by the Stephensons, in which T. A. Stephenson's critical faculty is clearly evident, provided a solid foundation on which further work on these difficult groups could be continued. Most of their conclusions have been confirmed by modern investigation. ' It was the field work involved in both the collection of orchids and of sea anemones which first drew Alan Stephenson's attention to ecology. Participa tion in the Great Barrier Reef Expedition of 1928-29 strengthened that interest and had a profound influence on his future research. As the writer was leader of that expedition and responsible for the invitation to Alan Stephenson, what immediately follows comes from personal experience. To many it seemed that with his poor health he could not withstand the rigours of over a year of somewhat primitive existence on a small coral formation. Nevertheless his intimate acquaintance with the group of animals most closely allied to the madreporarian corals and his intense interest in marine biology-manifest at Plymouth where we had worked together-made him an obvious choice. The risk was faced and taken, he was granted leave of absence from University College, and in the event he positively benefited in health from the open-air life of a tropical island. He threw himself with enthusiasm into the study of the reef fauna and if sometimes he was not too easy a colleague that was because he drove himself very close to the limits of his strength and had standards of achievement not always easy to maintain under tropical conditions.
The work of the Expedition was divided into various sections with Alan in charge of the Reef party. Here he had the particular assistance of his wife, of the botanist G. Tandy, of the late M. A. Spender, a geographer who had initially assisted Mr (now Professor) J. A. Steers in a general geographical survey of the central region of the Great Barrier Reef under the auspices of the Royal Geographical Society, and later still, for the final four months of the Expedition, of Dr Elizabeth Fraser of University College and Dr Sidnie Manton, F.R.S., then of Cambridge. Their work appears in Volume III of the Reports of the Great Barrier Reef Expedition published by the British Museum (Nat. Hist.). The major joint achievement is the detailed ecological descrip tion of Low Isles reef with its sand cay and mangrove island, its form moulded by exposure to steady southeast trade winds for nine months in the year. This survey is on a scale and in a detail never previously-or I think subse quently-equalled. It is accompanied by descriptions of similar sheltered reef formations and also of inner and outer reefs of the Barrier series. The multiplicity of species (identified later by a team of experts), the succession of algae, the seasonal alterations in reef configuration associated with change from trade winds to summer doldrums with occasional hurricanes, rendered the task of description and analysis far more difficult than in any intertidal area within the temperate regions. The major zones on coral reefs-resulting from the interaction of the growth processes of the corals and of the coralline algae with the physical forces of wind, weather and exposure-were described and analyzed. The more recent American surveys on Bikini and Eniwetok have revealed the similar presence of these zones on oceanic atolls.
Alan Stephenson was personally responsible for a beautifully illustrated and detailed account of the development of colonies of the common madreporarians Pocillopora bulbosa and Porites haddoni. In this he showed not only how colonies arise by subdivision from single polyps formed from settled planulae but are also produced-and with the same eventual form-by fusion of a number of such primary polyps. With the collaboration of his wife, he made a major contribution to our knowledge of growth and asexual reproduction in corals. This involved studies of 246 coral colonies. Some were attached to concrete blocks and the rate of growth, varying greatly between branched and massive colonies, followed; other colonies were split in two and after similar attachment the halves were kept under different environmental con ditions. Other coral colonies were marked situ (using the now old-fashioned diving helmet) and the speed of regeneration of branches noted. This paper must be consulted by all interested in the rate of growth of reef-building corals and on the effect of environmental conditions on this and on the eventual form of the colony. Only by further work along these lines can the vexed question be solved of what are true species and what are growth forms in. madreporarian corals. A study of breeding in corals showing marked dissimilarities between different genera, including discontinuous breeding throughout the greater part of all the year in Pocillopora bulbosa with distinct lunar periodicity, was carried out in collaboration with a member of the Boat Party, Dr Sheina Marshall. Looking again into these papers, I am still further impressed with the advance in knowledge they represent and with the clarity and beauty of the presentation.
Shortly after his return from Australia, Alan Stephenson was appointed to the Chair of Zoology in the University of Cape Town. Here he found himself in a small department with a staff of three (including himself) and about 150 students, largely first year medicals. During the 10 years he was there (reference is now made to a statement from his successor Professor J. H. Day) he built up the staff and equipment, including formation of a good teaching museum, and balanced the previously largely physiological advanced courses by inclusion of ecology and comparative anatomy. By 1940 the advanced class had doubled and the staff increased to five.
He made an enduring impact on marine biology in South Africa by his enthusiasm for shore ecology which he transmitted to his colleagues and senior and post-graduate students. With the co-operation of the Department of Botany and with financial help from the Carnegie Corporation of New York (£3735) and smaller sums from the Royal Society, the University of Cape Town and the South African National Research Council, he was able to organize a broad scale survey of the distribution of marine plants and animals along the entire 1800 mile coast line of the Union of South Africa. A team of research assistants, including Dr K. M. F. Bright, Dr E. J. Eyre, Dr J. H. Day and Dr G. F. Papenfuss, were employed during the survey which was also much helped in the publication of its results by the Linnean Society of London, the Royal Society of South Africa and the Natal Museum. An international group of systematists reported on the species collected. To quote the statement from Professor J. H. Day, 'Over one hundred taxonomic and ecological papers were published on the results of the survey and these now provide a firm basis for marine research in South Africa. ' While it is clearly impossible even to begin to summarize the results of work on this scale, some points might properly be made about the extreme suitability of the South African coastline for such studies. Over the wide area surveyed the populations proved to consist of ( ) warm water species, domi nant in Natal but which fall off westward in contrast to ( ) cold water species occurring on western (Atlantic) shores. Some members of both of these populations penetrate colder and warmer waters respectively along the south coast where there is also (c) a dominant assemblage of warm-temperate organisms decreasing, of course, equally to east and to west. Added to the above is (d) a smaller ubiquitous component of highly eurythermic species, some of them of cosmopolitan distribution. Finally, certain local populations were identified occupying a particular stretch of coast. Further analysis revealed that, apart from the ubiquitous species, constituents of these popula-tions must have come to South Africa from the Indo-Pacific, from the Atlantic and from the Subantarctic. From all three sources must have evolved the many species now endemic to South Africa.
It was from the contemplation of facts gleaned from these shores that he concluded that whereas shore conditions arise at the interface between sea and air being only modified and ex tended by tidal action-they occur around tideless seas and around major lakes-and there is an endless variety of local conditions, yet underlying features can everywhere be discerned. These are (1) a supralittoral fringe characterized by the almost universal presence of species of the prosobranch gastropod, Littorina, (2) a midlittoral zone typically encrusted with species of balanoid barnacles and (3) an infralittoral fringe only uncovered at low water of spring tides. Above the first of these he recognized a supralittoral zone, affected by the sea but never actually covered by it and below the last an infralittoral zone extending to an indeterminate depth, perhaps covering the entire continental shelf. These conclusions were reinforced by later examination of North American shores.
This great intertidal survey around South Africa, so beautifully presented in words, diagrammatic figures and photographs, is a model of its kind. It represents a contribution of the highest order to knowledge concerning the distribution of animals and plants.
After the outbreak of war he was anxious to return to this country and in 1940 was appointed to the Chair of Zoology at Aberystwyth. During the following years students were few and the Department was largely occupied by the R.A.F. and by staff from the Government Chemist's Department. Subsequently, students returned in ever increasing numbers, straining the capacity of what was never more than improvised accommodation. Both staff and students were to double in numbers during his years at Aberystwyth but he had the final satisfaction of seeing the completion of a new Department fully designed by him for zoological teaching and research. Flis close colleague over this period, Dr Gwendolen Rees, writes of his singleness of purpose and great love of zoology adding that 'Although his own interests lay in the field of marine ecology, he was also intensely interested in the various lines of research pursued by his staff and research students. He did all he could to encourage individual lines of work and never interfered or attempted to persuade anyone away from his chosen topic. He was as generous as funds would allow in providing equipment or any special facilities for research by members of the department. He was also extremely helpful in getting grants for deserving students and went to endless trouble writing to and interviewing many people on their behalf. ' His research plans on returning from South Africa were to extend his knowledge of the shores of the world, including those of Great Britain, with the eventual aim of writing, largely out of first-hand knowledge, a definitive work on the seashores of the world. In the event, work on British shores was largely carried out by his research students, especially R. G. Evans now of the Biology Department, University of North Staffordshire, and J. R. Lewis at present on the staff of the University of Leeds. The extensive intertidal studies of Dr Lewis both on the north and on the west coasts of Scotland were initially made possible by facilities, including purchase of a van, provided by his Professor.
He did, however, succeed in his plans to visit North America. Financial assistance came largely from the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, although many other bodies in this country and in the United States contributed. In a period of 12 months beginning in January 1947, with his wife he visited a series of areas extending between Woods Hole and Miami on the Atlantic coast and between Nanaimo, B.C., and La Jolla on the Pacific coast. In the summer of 1948 they returned for three months to complete their observations by studying shores around Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. Finally, in the summer of 1952, they spent three months on Bermuda.
The majority of these careful surveys, each with every species carefully checked and with the fullest data and all beautifully illustrated, have now been published. In almost every region they represent pioneer surveys (this is less likely to be true of the as yet unpublished surveys along the Californian coast). It is impossible to summarize them. But, as around the South African shores, the effects of warm and cold currents on populations were noted, also the effects of exposure and protection. By working both on the Florida Keys and on Bermuda it was also possible to compare the truly tropical but sheltered conditions in the former with the subtropical and largely exposed conditions in the latter.
It had long been Alan Stephenson's intention, and indeed he had planned to retire a little earlier than he need have done for precisely this purpose, to spend the years of his retirement in the preparation, with the close collabora tion of Anne Stephenson, of a comprehensive account of the seashores of the world. He had worked on so many of these personally and he was in close touch with other workers, more especially in the temperate regions of Australia and New Zealand, who were using his methods and viewing their local shores through his eyes. All marine biologists were looking forward to this book, to the further detailed analysis and the broad generalizations it would contain and illustrated with his paintings, photographs and beautifully designed text figures. The book he would have written we cannot now see; fortunately he left copious notes with unpublished papers and many indica tions of how he expected to treat his data. It is to be hoped that this will provide a basis on which, with appropriate financial and other help, Anne Stephenson will be able to complete the book.
No account of Alan Stephenson can be adequate without reference to his artistic abilities and to how very much the study of design and colour in nature meant to him. This is obvious, of course, in many of his scientific papers, especially those dealing with sea anemones and corals, but becomes explicit in his delightful little Seashore life and pattern (King Penguin Books) with its 16 colour plates and its particularly interesting line drawings. The reader should look particularly at his drawings and paintings of fan-worms. Pattern he notes as 'an important attribute of seashore animals' and further that it 'may depend on structure, on markings or on both; that it may change as the animals moves; and that it is based upon both explicit and implicit lines, and has an underlying mathematical basis'. He develops this theme with particular reference to the colour of sea anemones in his Endeavour article on 'The colours of marine animals' (1947) .
But it must be left to a fellow artist to deliver a considered aesthetic verdict on his work. I am deeply indebted to E. H. Ramsden for the following appre ciation based on examination of his paintings.
'It would be easier to arrive at an independent assessment of Alan Stephenson's artistic achievement if it were possible to forget that he was a born zoologist and an exceptionally versatile and gifted man. That is to say, if one were to approach his work exhibited, as it might be, in an art gallery, and were unaware of his profession and predilections, would it be possible to suppose that his preoccupations were not primarily biological rather than pictorial? On the whole, I think not. Yet such was his understanding of the forms he studied and the pleasure he found in their delineation that, at his best, he was able to transform an ostensibly scientific record into a composi tion possessing an artistic validity of its own, irrespective of its explicit purpose. Thus in certain of his studies of symbiotic specimens of marine life, such for instance as S p o n g e, Limpets and S e a w e e d , he completely sati requirement whereby a picture is recognized to be " Une organisation et non pas un arrangement" .
'Similarly, many of Stephenson's botanical studies, executed with the same faultless technique, amount to something far more than precise renderings of plant forms. His choice of dark green paper for the orchid drawings of 1916, affords proof of an innate feeling for effective presentation, just as An arrange ment of tulip flowers, painted in oils in 1959, testifies, like many of the early drawings, to an instinctive knowledge of how to place and to space his chosen forms upon the paper, not only to maximum advantage, but in a way that springs from a purely creative impulse.
'Here, then, is an art that may justly be described as exquisite. Indeed, it would be difficult to imagine anything surpassing the delicacy and perfection of the sea anemone drawings-the early Sagartia undata series for exampleand the rendering of many other specimens of marine life, which he realized with a unique awareness and an incomparable sensibility.
'Save for one or two notable examples, his excursions into landscape were less successful. Being pre-eminently a miniaturist, he was apt, when it came to presenting a wider view of the world, to render the scene too minutely and with too great a particularity. This was due not only to the extraordinary precision of his technique, but also to the extreme orderliness of his mind, and, perhaps in an even greater degree, to his scrupulous regard for truth. It was as if the naturalist betrayed the painter who, in an endeavour to remain faithful to the known, as opposed to the perceived, order of nature, tended inevitably to produce an over-meticulous and over-scrupulous presentation. Or if one might so put it, there was a subconscious inclination to approach the macrocosm microscopically. Again, in depicting coast scenes in different parts of the world, he frequently failed to convey the required sense of movement, perhaps because in the last analysis Stephenson's world was essentially a still, or at least a relatively still, world, like the under-water world of the Great Barrier Reef, with which he was so familiar. By temperament and training he was, therefore, less suited to painting expansive and movemente views of nature, since in art, as in nature itself, "in even static things we must realize a sense of flux" , and this was intrinsically less suited to one whose bias was mathematical and whose feeling for pattern was predominant.
'Artistically, Stephenson's main contribution may be said to lie in the skill and inventiveness of his approach and in the way in which, while remaining faithfully to the forms of nature, he adapted and composed them to creative ends. On the basis of the beautifully organized patterns of the natural world, he developed others designed to illustrate some mathematical formula, to point some analogy or to make some observation-as in Cuttlefish in , to quote one example-which requires no commentary to emphasize its wit. But whatever his purpose, the work, in this as in other styles, is always impeccable in execution and decorative in effect. In addition to his gifts as a draughtsman, Stephenson possessed an individual and often dramatic sense of colour, the range of his palette from the pale to the brilliant being such as many a professional painter might envy. ' As a lecturer Alan Stephenson had the supreme gifts of simple and direct exposition. Almost meticulous preparation preceded every lecture and the beauty of his blackboard drawings remains in the memory of all who saw them. He was a man of great fortitude. He seldom felt really well, more often it must have been a continuous strain to maintain the high standard which his work invariably attained. He had a great sympathy with those, both coloured and white, for whom life was hard and he was rewarded by their gratitude. Nor was he one of those who can forget world affairs in personal preoccupations; he was constantly depressed by the trend of modern events and the growing danger of the suicide of civilization. He enriched that civiliza tion with a wealth of knowledge concerning marine life conveyed in words and paintings of rare precision and great beauty. In few people have the man of science and the artist been so harmoniously combined.
